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RV registrations increased in Australia

Editor’s note
his new issue is printed between the two main
RV shows: the 52nd Annual National RV Trade
Show and the Düsseldorf Caravan Salon. The
German show was the best attended edition in its history and confirmed the leading position as the world’s largest trade fair for motorhomes and caravans: 192,000
visitors, 28,200 vehicles in the trade fair’s own campsite
and 580 exhibitors from 25 countries. We think that
next edition of the Louisville show will be relevant as
well, as the US market is growing fast. In September
2014 RV shipments are 10.5% greater than this same
period one year ago and this was the highest
September level in seven years with increases in all the
vehicle categories. We are going to close ore fourth year
of life and we are satisfied by congratulations and
encouragement from many readers around the world.
As we want to improve and innovate every day, would
you have any suggestion, please just write to me at
direttore@aboutcamp.eu and I will be very happy to get
your feedback. (Antonio Mazzucchelli)

T
he latest Caravan & Campervan Data Report shows an increase in recreational
vehicle registrations in Australia. The report, commissioned by Caravan
Industry Association of Australia, found that the number of caravan in Australia
registrations have experienced a higher rate of increase than any other vehicle type
in the last two years. In 2013 the number of registered RVs in Australia was
528,869, jumping from 502,025 the previous year. Of these registered vehicles
474,783 are towed product while 54,103 are motorised. RV production statistics
for May 2014 are up 7.4% since May 2013. They also show the highest towables
production in at least six years and the highest combined total since March 2011.
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ometic Group took over the Prostor RV awning division from Belgian company, Brustor NV. Prostor is
one of the leading European manufacturers of awnings for RV´s, with this acquisition Dometic have
access to a complete range of awnings and accessories primarily for Europe and Australia. The Prostor Bike
Rack range (E-Bike Lift) and the Prostor Parasol division are not part of this transaction and will stay in the
Brustor Group. Dometic is already one of the largest manufacturers of awnings world-wide for RV´s,
however, these products are designed and produced for the North American markets. Prostor has
more than 30 years of experience in production of
awnings and are known for innovation, low
weight, and high quality. Prostor production facility is located to Geluwe in Belgium. “We believe
that we have taken Prostor to a point where continued growth can only be materialized if the
company is part of a larger organization with a
global distribution and after sales support. There
Focus on: LAIKA
are very few such companies and we have found
page 3
that Dometic Group is the best “new home” for
Prostor” says Olivier Rogiest at Brustor NV.
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Faces and careers
Derald Bontrager Elected RVIA
Chairman
Derald Bontrager, president and CEO
of Jayco, Inc., was elected RVIA
Chairman of the Board for fiscal year
2015 during the association’s Board of
Directors meeting on Sept. 24, 2014 at
The St. Regis Aspen Resort in Aspen,
CO. “The Board has elected one of the
most well-liked and respected leaders in the RV industry to
be the association’s next chairman,” said RVIA President
Richard Coon. “Derald is a veteran of the RV industry and
has been a very engaged member in the association for
many years. In that time, his insight and business expertise at Board and committee meetings have been invaluable
to the association. I am looking forward to working with
him in the coming year.”

CIVD has a new Executive Board
Hermann Pfaff, CEO of Hymer Business
Development GmbH, is the new president of
the Caravanning Industry Association (CIVD),
elected by a large majority during the Annual
General Meeting at the Caravan Salon in
Düsseldorf. He is replacing Klaus Foertsch,
Managing Director of Fendt-Caravan GmbH,
who after 12 years is stepping down from the
helm of the association.
Ulrich Schopp, Managing Director of LMC Caravan GmbH & Co. KG and
Dr. Holger Siebert, CEO of Eura Mobil GmbH, were confirmed. Moreover,
Klaus Dieter Böcker, CEO of Hobby Wohnwagenwerk Ing. Harald
Striewski GmbH, and Werner Vaterl, Technical Manager of Knaus Tabbert
GmbH, were newly elected to the board. Jürgen Vöhringer, Managing
Director of Vöhringer GmbH, was approved by an overwhelming majority of the representatives of the industrial suppliers (group III) in his role.

Dexter Axle acquires AL-KO Axis
exter Axle, a manufacturer of trailer axles, brakes and hubs
and drums for over 50 years, has acquired the North American
assets of AL-KO Axis Inc. AL-KO Axis is a manufacturer of axles and
other components for trailers and towable equipment in the utility, recreational vehicle, heavy duty, manufactured housing, agricultural, marine and specialty markets. As part of the transaction, the
AL-KO Kober Group will become a shareholder in Dexter Axle, and
Stefan Kober will join the board of directors of Dexter Axle. “We
are thrilled by this acquisition and the positive impact it will have
on our combined customer base,” said Adam Dexter, president
and CEO of Dexter Axle. Stefan Kober, CEO of the AL-KO Kober
Group stated, “Over my time in the axle industry, I have recogni-
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E&P Hydraulics and Lippert
Components in Europe

Tecnoform: the present
and the future

ippert Components, Inc.
(LCI®) and E&P Hydraulics
announced that E&P will sell and
distribute LCI products, including
In-Wall® Slide-Out systems, windows and electronic control
systems, on an exclusive basis to
the European caravan and
motorhome
market.
E&P
Hydraulics is one of Europe’s largest suppliers of hydraulic leveling systems and supports an extensive service network throughout Europe.
“We have been supplying E&P Hydraulics premium components for nearly
a decade and we highly regard the company and its people,” said LCI Chief
Executive Officer Jason Lippert. “E&P manufactures exceptional products
and is well respected by European manufacturers. We believe that building
relationships like this one will help us reach customers and find success in
Europe.” E&P founders Eric Klinkenberg, Pierre Blom and Kay Fischer have
worked with LCI since 2005 and are pleased to expand the relationship to
offer the full line of LCI products. They said the long-term and successful
cooperation between the companies was instrumental to entering into this
relationship. "We have proven to the European market that we offer a great
product with exceptional service," said Fischer. "Our regional teams across
Europe have developed extensive networks with manufacturers by providing the best product solutions."
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zed the similarities in AL-KO’s and
Dexter’s business principles of striving for
on-time and complete delivery, producing high quality products, and offering
superior customer service. I believe that
our customers and employees will appreciate the additional resources that Dexter
will bring to this pursuit.” Dexter Axle is
Stefan Kober
majority owned by a fund managed by
The Sterling Group, a leading private
equity firm based in Houston, Texas, with over $1 billion of assets
under management.

ecnoform has become
in the latest years a
trendsetter in the world of
RV interior design, combining modern creativity to
classical elegance and
industrial process knowhow. Tecnoform is today
not only a worthy representative of “Made in
Roberto Kerkoc
Italy” products, but a committed Company to what
“Italy will Make”. «2015 will mean to Tecnoform
50 years of activity. A special surprise is being planned for the next Caravan Salon Edition, meant to
exemplify the Company’s experience and contribution to the market – said Roberto Kerkoc,
Tecnoform Managing Director - It is likewise hard to
tell what the next 50 years of Tecnoform hold in
store. But we do know some of the big challenges
we will have to deal with : fostering competitiveness, investing in high technology manufacturing
tecniques, promoting new product developments,
ensuring stability in an ever-changing, complex and
unstable global market».

continue to page 32
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A closely-knit team
backstage
We met with two key figures for the development of Laika products – an important Italian brand in the
European market – Roberto Viciani, head of the technical department, and Francesco Gabbrielli, head of R&D.
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli

t is definitely one of the best known
Italian brands in the European caravan industry, perhaps the brand that
has best represented the Italian Style
that according to many is the prime characteristic of Italian manufacturing:
Laika has recently reached the milestone
of fifty years in the business and over the
years it has made a significant contribution to the culture of outdoor holidays in
Europe. We were able to exchange ideas
with those at Laika who are most committed to the delicate process that starts
with an idea and leads to the production
of a new vehicle: Roberto Viciani is
responsible for the technical department, while Francesco Gabbrielli coordinates research and development. It was
an edifying interview that touched on
technical issues and helped us understand how, even amid the ups and downs
of a manufacturing sector that has not
been spared by the economic crisis, a
company that operates in the premium
market can and must aim for excellence
by working together on quality and
style, making research a vital factor in

I

development.
The creation of a new vehicle in a company with industrial production levels
like Laika comes about in stages and
involves various professional roles. First,
all the results that emerge from a careful
study of the market are put on the table:
in the briefing where the features of the
vehicle to be realized are outlined, the
product manager brings to the discussion the advice of Laika dealers, who
have a direct relationship with both real
and potential customers. After approval
of the basic concepts, the ideas begin to
be developed and are transferred to
paper or screen: simple pencil sketches or
more sophisticated drawings, virtual processing and rendering – basically everything needed to outline style and function proposals for the vehicle. Work is
done both on the overall look and the
internal living conditions – it is thus a
360-degree design proposal. There is
some trial and error, and proposals are
drawn up and full-scale maquettes are
made, obviously with different execution
times and methods, depending on the

Roberto Viciani e Francesco Gabbrielli
size of the vehicle.
Then comes the next stage: defining the
details. The various issues are examined
in detail, with an in-depth analysis of the
various materials. The shapes are studied
in 3D and the best way to construct the
moulds is discussed, finally addressing
the choice of suppliers.
«As far as the most important components are concerned – says Roberto
Viciani – there is continuous dialogue
with suppliers. Consultation is not only
pro-active, but on-going, to ensure that
the forms selected can be industrialized,
to verify the maintenance of high quality and to make sure no problems arise
that could decrease the reliability of the
product. Together with our suppliers, we
choose the most suitable materials, the
most suitable machining and the best
components in order to guarantee product durability. After the materials and
processes have been chosen, we proceed
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to a more detailed design phase, defining
the mathematics of the individual pieces and
building a prototype that puts all the pieces
together. Compared to the past, we are
much faster now: thanks to new software
we can create simulations that correspond
perfectly to reality.»
At Laika we are striving to realise a highly
customized product – even in the minor
details. Our suppliers must adapt to this
approach and interact with the technical
department to find the best solutions.
Sometimes parts are made especially for
Laika, other times Laika may detain the
exclusive rights to a product for its first year,
testing it before
others do, thereby creating a
trend that others
will
inevitably
follow.
Innovation
depends vitally
on research and
experimentation,
and as has always
been the case in
the recent history
of industrial products, new solutions are often
found by basing
research on highend
products.
Laika has operated in this way in the past and still does: a common thread runs from the first Motorpolo models of the 1970s
to the Rexosline 9009 of 2012 – the stated aim was to produce

Company Profile

ne of the first Italian companies to build camping
vehicles, Laika has undoubtedly contributed to the
history of the industry. It was founded in Tuscany in
1964 thanks to the initiative of Giovanbattista Moscardini,
a manufacturer of caravans. In 1977 the first RVs hit the
market: the Motorpolo line, high-end vehicles that immediately established the standards the competition would
have to meet, but also expressed style and innovation, setting the stage for the company’s future products, including
the Lasercar series in 1997, the Ecovip in 1992 and the
Kreos of 1999.
The company’s mission is to build top-tier campers that
have a strong and unmistakable personality and combine
high quality, Italian style and innovative and functional
solutions. Modern lines inspired by the automobile, lights
created exclusively for Laika, interiors that evoke the
world of sailing: these are just some of the elements that
distinguish Laika products.
Becoming increasingly identified as an industrial manufacturer, the company in Tavarnelle Val di Pesa has demonstrated its ability to deal with market expansion and
increasingly fierce competition, and it benefited from its
entrance into the most powerful group in the European
industrial sector, the Erwin Hymer Group, which came
about in various stages starting in 2000. The most recent
major project of the Tuscan manufacturer is the creation of
a large new factory not far from the older one, with a production capacity of thousands of vehicles per year.

O
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a top quality vehicle that could enable some new solutions to
be transferred to the entire production line. The head of the
Research and Development Department of Laika, Francesco
Gabrielli, explains further.
«With the Rexosline 9009 we tried to push innovation as much
as we could – says Gabbrielli – and we worked a lot on the
materials and on the types of solutions and the furnishings. We
were able to cast pieces that until then were considered impossible to cast. And on the 9009 we experienced combined thermoformed fabric printing, which is a fabric joined to a plastic
component – in this case a wall-mounted cupboard – not by
simple bonding, but by uniting them directly in the production
phase. Behind these results there is a whole history of past
experiments, of trial and error, of moulds and counter-moulds,
and the implementation of certain processes was very costly.
Now that the direction is clear, products like these can be realised at lower prices and with greater final quality: lead times
have been reduced and assembly accuracy has increased, and
so also the quality of the finishes.»
The search for new solutions has been only one of several changes made in the way vehicles have been manufactured in
recent years, as Roberto Viciani confirms.
«Among the changes regarding the exterior of the vehicle, we
must certainly mention the introduction of plastics – says the
coordinator of the Laika technical department – sophisticated
plastic materials that have been able to replace traditional
fibreglass components. No longer monoblock components,
these lighter pieces now allow an element to be broken down
into several parts. This can be seen in the side skirts and also in
the rear bumper. With regard to the body, a big step forward
has been made with the introduction of polyurethane frames
in place of traditional wooden slats. But we have also worked
hard at finding new materials for the interior of the vehicle.
Just think of the bathroom sinks, which were previously in ABS
and are now made of special resins – they’re even soft to the

touch.»
The partial replacement of fibreglass with pieces in ABS has
reduced the weight of the body, just as greater payload capacity has been gained by using internal polyurethane frames
(density 350 kg/m³) instead of fir wood (450 kg/m³).
The use of appropriate high-performance materials is also of
fundamental importance to providing the vehicle with the
necessary insulation. The Tuscan company was among the first
years ago to use Styrofoam (extruded polystyrene foam) for
the production of sandwich panels, and for years it has adopted a double floor to isolate the living compartment in the best
way possible.
«We were the first to use LED lights to illuminate 100% of the
interior – said Roberto Viciani – and LED lighting was truly a
revolution and resulted in significant energy savings. A LED
light bulb consumes only 20% of the energy of a halogen bulb.
Today, an RV can be hassle-free all weekend long without
being connected to an external power supply, and this means
significant advantages for the user.»
The evolution of style and materials follows the progress in
design and technology of other sectors and benefits from a
comparison with other cultural areas and with different industrial products.
«We perform a detailed annual analysis of two productive sectors that have a lot in common with ours – says Francesco

Gabbrielli, head of R&D at Laika – the automotive industry and
the furnishings sector. We try to figure out where design is headed, what the trends are, and we start by looking at vehicles –
passenger cars as well as trucks and buses – and a comparison
of their external lines is essential, but we also look closely at
the furnishings industry, to see how it compares with the interior of our vehicles. And the interior often shares characteristics
common to the world of sailing. Inside the camper, the study of
light is becoming increasingly important – the relationship between shapes and colours of the furnishings on one hand and
natural and artificial light on the other.»
But Gabbrielli points out that the vehicle’s exterior is subjected
to careful study in order to understand how to develop both
the graphics applied to the sides and the colours chosen for the
vehicles. At the design stage we perform several trials, sometimes testing very risky ideas or proposals that might remain on
the drawing board because their time has not yet come, but
after a few years may become the standard.
«As for the colours and graphics – said Roberto Viciani – we
have to deal with classically-oriented customers who want products to be innovative, sure, but don’t want them to be excessive, aggressive or exaggerated. Laika’s products are innovative
and trendy, but they are still simple and tasteful as well. And
this is perhaps the greatest challenge that we face every day at
Laika.»
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Alu-Line Metallbearbeitungsgesellschaft GmbH
Martin-Staud-Strasse 25 - D-88348 Bad Saulgau - Germany
Ph: +49 758148840 - E-mail: info@alu-line.de - Web: www.alu-line.de

Precision in aluminium
Alu-Line is an absolute specialist for the processing of the aluminium and is highly successful in the production of lift
beds. Vertical Move and Free level are the Alu-Line’s new beds with great stability and low weight
Words Jörg Nullmeyer

lu-Line GmbH has been
an absolute specialist for
the processing of aluminium for more than 30 years and
is a high-precision manufacturer.
Being a supplier for the automobile and medical technology industries, the
requirements regarding weight-savings and
stability are nothing unusual for this
Swabian firm. Lightweight construction is
also gaining in importance in several industries, included the motorhome industry, as
a consequence of the increasing customer
requirements and of the limitation of dri-
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ving licences to a total weight of 3.5 tonnes
which is taking place in many countries.
Alu-Line has been selling its own, high-quality accessories range for motorhomes and
caravans for more than 17 years now under
the name ‘EuroCarry’. Alu-Line produces
products both under its own name and
according to manufacturer’s specifications.
This large vertical range of manufacture is a

clear advantage over its competitors. The
company’s own very modern development
department is able to solve technical production problems during construction,
resulting in faster prototype production and
thus earlier product availability. The finished
product can be delivered just in time to the
production belt of the motorhome or caravan manufacturer on request.

Contact:
Thomas Erban - t.erban@alu-line.de

Alu-Line is highly successful in the production of lift beds and manufactures approximately 15,000 every year in 65 versions.
The models ‘Vertical Move’ and ‘Free Level’
are Alu-Line’s two new lift beds. These beds
are of interest to the manufacturers of
motorhomes both because of their great
stability and their low weight. In contrast to
beds that are made of steel and often
weigh over 50 kilograms, the ultra-light
structure of the ‘Free Level’ bed weighs only
20 kilograms while the ‘Vertical Move’ version weighs 12 kilograms more. This is
made possible by the extruded aluminium
sections that are produced specifically for
this purpose. The structure is then welded,
rather than being riveted, which would be
standard for this kind of structure. The
result is a high-strength connection that is
resilient in the long term. Bearings from the
automobile and engineering industries are
used for all moving parts.
The ‘Vertical Move’ bed offers headroom of
70 centimetres above the bed. The flat
structure of the scissor system requires only
50 to 80 millimetres on the sides. The gas
cylinders used are specifically manufactured
as the result of many years of development
at Alu-Line. In its basic configuration the
bed is designed as a mechanical version.
New, particularly quiet electrical motors can
be selected for a comfortable raising and
lowering of the bed. The ‘Free Level’ lift bed
offers even greater weight savings. This
ultra-light aluminium structure weighs just
20 kilograms with a structural height of

only 33 millimetres. This only limits headroom very slightly and the structural height of
the vehicle can be correspondingly lower.
This bed is also available in manual and
electrical versions and can be lowered by as
much as 90 centimetres. Its simple and
timesaving installation in the vehicle makes
this bed particularly interesting for serial

production.
The beds are fully equipped on request, i.e.
they are supplied complete with a slatted
frame or mattress support system. This
greatly reduces the handling costs for the
motorhome on the production line. Each
manufacturer can adjust the panel and the
bed canopy individually to the interior.

Company Profile
lu-Line GmbH was established by Alfons Zimmerer in
Bad Saugau in 1985. The company quickly became well
known for its precision in the welding, punching, sawing
and grinding of aluminium parts and profiles. The continuing expansion of the operation necessitated the construction of a further production hall at the current premises in
1990. The second Managing Partner, Ernst Sigmund, joined
the flourishing company in 1991 and a second production
hall with an integrated administration building had to be
built just four years later due to lack of space. The products
have been marketed across Europe under the brand name
‘EuroCarry’ since 1997. An ultra-modern CNC department
was established in 2000 that enabled the processing of long
aluminium parts with lengths of up to 6 metres on five-axis

A

machining centres. Certification in accordance with DIN EN
ISO 9001:2000 allowed Alu-Line to access new markets in
the automobile industry and in medical technology. The
official opening of a large, modern production and storage
hall took place in 2009 and the entire ‘Planning and
Construction’ area was modernised two years later together
with the introduction of the ultra-modern CAD software
‘Solid Edge’. The company has been certified in accordance
with DIN EN ISO 9001:2008 since the end of 2011. 87 members of staff are currently employed on the approximately
9,000m² production and storage area. Alu-Line will be supplying customised laser parts from simple sheet metal parts
to complex assemblies from 2015 in aluminium, steel and
stainless steel.
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3A Composites - Airex AG
Industrie Nord 26 - 5643 Sins - Switzerland
Web: www.3ACCorematerials.com

BANOVA® grown light - made strong
BANOVA® the sustainable weight saving solution for motorhome & caravan
or recreational vehicles
weight plays an increasingly important role. Whether
more payload, lower fuel consumption or legal limits on the
drivers license - the customer
wants the lightest possible
recreational vehicle. Often optimization experiments of the
design engineers did not fulfill
the expectations. With BANOVA®
3A Composites offers designers
a material to slash weight.

F

BANOVA® is available as BANOVA® PLY, BANOVA® PLY ILO and

BANOVA® FLEX. The base material for all three types is the same,
they are made of FSC®-certified
balsa veneer. Balsa lumber is very
soft and light, with a coarse,
open grain. The typical density is
about 160 kg/m³ (10 lb/cu ft).
The balsa tree is the fastest growing tree in the world. It can grow
from a tiny seedling to an adult
30 meters (90 feet) high in about
five to seven years. 3A
Composites owns and manages
several thousand hectares of
FSC®-certified balsa plantations
in Ecuador (Plantaciones de Balsa

Plantabal S.A.). Its own cultivation from seedling to the tree
ensure sustainable forest management and local manufacturing enables to provide a continuous supply of 100% FSC®-certified products to industrial
customers.
BANOVA® offers minimal weight
and yet great stability - sustainably! Moreover, BANOVA® can be
combined with different materials
in order to influence specific properties. So there are hardly any
limits as to where it can be used,

whether furniture and interiors
for vehicles or walls ceilings and
components in construction. As a
solid wooden material, BANOVA®
does not require any special
machines or tools and it can easily be processed by all interior outfitters
and
cabinetmakers.
Furthermore, conventional fastening solutions can be used because BANOVA® does not require any
inserts or special fasteners. All
BANOVA® products are Water
Boil Proof (WBP) and Marine
Grade, all bondings are free of
formaldehyde (NAF).

Company Profile

A Composites (3AC) is a division of the publicly listed
Swiss Company Schweiter Technologies AG, with a
world-wide leading position in composite materials,
panels and components for architectural, transportation
and display markets. 3AC is fully backward integrated in
balsa based products, owning FSC®-certified balsa plantations in Ecuador and conversion activities in Europe,
America and Asia.
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BANOVA® PLY – light and solid

BANOVA® PLY is a lightweight plywood consisting of adhesively bonded balsa
veneers. Owing to the varying panel thicknesses, processing variants and its
combination with different facings, it is extremely versatile in use. When combined with facings such as aluminum, decorative hardwood veneers, HDF or
birch plywood, the properties of the material can be specifically optimized in
terms of rigidity, load-bearing capacity, impact resistance, scratch resistance
and visual appearance. Besides being lightweight and environmentally compatible, BANOVA® PLY offers the possibility of using existing woodworking tools
as well as connecting techniques.

BANOVA® PLY with high pressure laminate
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BANOVA® PLY with aluminum

Michael van Enschot - Sales Manager Europe Banova
michael.vanenschot@3acomposites.com - Ph. +49 1722317343

New FRANKIA series T72 with BANOVA interior

The German RV manufacturer Frankia introduced BANOVA® in their new 3.5t Serie T72,
launched at the Caravan Salon Düsseldorf 2014. Using BANOVA® for the interior cabinetry reduces the vehicle weight by around 100 kg. “Weight saving is the biggest challenge in the RV sector. BANOVA® is the solution to offer our customer highest payload
and comfort”, expresses Thomas Pfister, sales director at Frankia. The BANOVA® panels
have been laminated by the German Vöhringer Group, the leading supplier to the
European Caravan Industry.

BANOVA® PLY ILO – light with high end face finish
BANOVA® PLY ILO is a
balsa veneer based
lightweight
plywood
with ilomba hardwood
faces. The hardwood
faces enhance the surface resistance and the
rigidity of the panel. The
smooth and even faces
make it a good base for overlaying with ultra-thin decorative papers and
foils. This finish is broadly used in the caravan and RV industry.

BANOVA® PLY ILO with paper lamination

BANOVA® FLEX – light and flexible
furniture, panelling and cladding, floor
panels, structural components, industrial
applications.

BANOVA® FLEX is a highly flexible bending
plywood used for curved components. In
conjunction with thin facings, small radius
can be created with only one layer of
BANOVA® FLEX, where traditional bending
plywood would require two or more layers.

BANOVA® FLEX

Besides being lightweight and environmentally compatible, BANOVA® FLEX offers the
possibility of using existing woodworking
tools as well as established connecting and
bonding techniques.
Just as BANOVA® can be produced with the
most diverse properties, there are also hardly any restrictions when it comes to using
them. Fronts, desktop and body parts of
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Brianza Plastica SpA - Via Rivera, 50 - 20841 Carate Brianza (MB) - Italy
Ph: +39 036291601 - Fax: +39 0362990457
www.brianzaplastica.it - info@brianzaplastica.it

The new factory in US
Brianza Plastica’s penetration into the world of recreational vehicles continues: the Italian company recently opened a
new factory in Elkhart, United States. A choice made by the company to serve the entire US market and to strengthen
its presence in the territory
Words Andrea Cattaneo

rianza Plastica SpA, Italian company with more than 50 years of
history dictated by innovation, research and development in the
field of FRP/GRP (fiberglass reinforced plastic or glass reinforced
plastic), has now established a US society: BRIANZA USA Corporation.
The new company was created in January 2014 to serve the entire US
market and to strengthen its presence in the territory, handling orders of
any size. Its headquarters in Elkhart are equipped with a storage warehouse and distribution centre, making it a reference point for the distribution of ELYCOLD and ELYPLAN fibreglass laminates destined for the
market of recreational vehicles (campers and caravans) and motor vehicles (trucks and buses). Brianza Plastica was established in 1962 to
manufacture fibreglass laminates and has continued to expand its production, operating mainly in the construction industry. Its range of products, which includes Isotec insulation panels, is a true landmark for
both residential building and industrial construction industry. Taking
advantage of the knowledge coming from the production of the traditional FRP/GRP, since the beginning the company wanted focusing on

B
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the transport sector which led Brianza to now have two production sites
equipped with discontinuous lamination technologies and an expansion
of the headquarters in Carate Brianza with a new continuous lamination
production line.
Brianza Plastica is among the largest European manufacturer of fibreglass laminates and also the only company able to offer flat laminates
made with two technologies: continuous and discontinuous production
lines. Over the years this sector had an increasingly important role in the
economy of the company’s turnover and the strengthening of Brianza
Plastica’s presence in the USA is the confirmation of its ability to renew
and evolve, meeting the needs of the market with increasingly more
innovative products and a widespread production and commercial organisation.
The capability to provide laminates manufactured with "continuous"
system and in high glossy " discontinuous " finishing, (both products are
coilable or cuttable to size) provides Brianza Plastica in a privileged and
unique position to be able to meet any request coming from RV manu-

BRIANZA USA Corporation - 21099 Protecta Dr.
Elkhart, IN 46516 - USA
info@brianzausacorp.com

nuous process, allows for a perfect level of planarity to be reached, a characteristic which is
indispensable for the production of panels of a
very high quality and of excellent aesthetic
effect. Gelcoat resins, minimal shrinkage, low in
styrene, but highly resistant to ultraviolet rays,
are used in high quantities.
The RV’s manufacturers that need longer coils
can choose ELYPLAN, Brianza Plastica’s coilable
product, up to 700' of length and best-selling
laminate for the roofs. ELYPLAN is a continuous
fiberglass laminate and its high quality is guaranteed through the use of quality raw materials and of a gelcoat obtained from very elastic
isophtalic resin, which ensures resistance to yellowing, waterproofness from water vapour and
condensation. ELYPLAN is available in rolls of a
maximum width of 10.5 ft, lenght on request
and plates cut to measure.

Paolo and Alberto Crippa.
Brianza Plastica CEO.
facturers, truck body builders, truck trailer
manufacturers, speciality vehicle manufacturers, architectural panels and other customers
desiring innovative assembly and production
methods. Doubtless, the continuous increase in
the use of the FRP/GRP for the construction of
RV as well as for refrigerated transport units,
have made the FRP the main product of the
present and of the foreseeable future. The market of the RV is constantly changing, as the
tastes and needs of end users. Brianza Usa
Corporation can provide laminates for any parts
of the vehicles - interior walls, exterior roofs,
floors - with coloured gelcoat finish or suitable
for painting. Thin laminates, as simple outer
skin of the panel (0.039") up to high thicknesses (0.16") to replace the classic combination
FRP + LUAN.
«ELYCOLD is our flagship product - said Filippo
Milani, Brianza Usa Corporation sales manager
- It is produced on plan moulds on where it
ends the cure time at room temperature. This
procedure gives to the laminate a total coverage of the texture, solving the blemish of the
typical marking of the fiberglass. We use only
the best raw material available on the market,
including anti-UV fillers that give an outstanding resistance against the yellowing. Our products have been XENON tested at one of the
most important and reliable US laboratory (
according to the ASTM 105.05a )».
ELYCOLD laminates are characterised by a polymerisation at room temperature which, by avoiding the thermal shock typical of the conti-

Brianza Plastica has also developed ELYPLAN HF
(High Finish), a laminate in continuous manufactured using "chopped strand mat" for
giving the best aesthetic finish, ideal for the
outside walls and for HOT-MELT lamination
system. RV’s manufacturers that want to replace the combination of LUAN + FRP or simply
want to save weight on the panels, can choose
ELYCOLD LITE and ELYCOLD XLITE. These laminates containing microspheres, are very thick
and are obtained by reinforcement of glass
fabric based on an ultra-new concept. They
start from 0.060" and reach high thicknesses
up to 0.16”.

Company Profile

rianza Plastica was set up in
1962 to produce fibreglass
laminates. Over time, it has significantly extended its market presence
with a comprehensive product
range. It has served the construction
industry from day one and has been
enjoying increasing success in the
transport sector since 2006. In this
arena, it supplies fibreglass sheets
both to manufacturers of recreational vehicles (campers and caravans)
and to lorry and refrigerated-trailer
producers. The company is based in
Carate Brianza (just north of Milan),
with other factories in Ferrandina
(near Matera), Ostellato (near
Ferrara) and San Martino di
Venezze (near Rovigo). It has storage facilities in Nola (near Naples),
Lyon (France) and Elkhart (USA).
Brianza Plastica is the Europe’s largest producer of fibreglass. It makes
laminates both with continuous hot
and with discontinuous cold technology.

B
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CBE Srl - Via Vienna, 4 - z.i. Spini (settore D) - 38121 Trento - Italy
Tel: +39 0461 958381 - Fax: +39 0461 960009
E-mail: cbe@cbe.it - Web: www.cbe.it

The standard kit is for everyone
CBE doesn’t just supply large camper manufacturers: it also caters to smaller outfitters, offering standard modular
solutions that are designed to satisfy every need, even in terms of price.

n Italian company with almost 40
years of history, CBE supplies over
two-thirds of all premium vehicle
manufacturers, with a leadership position in
the mid to high range section of the market.
This specialization in the premium segment
allows CBE to develop innovative and reliable
products bearing high quality standards. CBE
has transferred this know-how to the rest of
its production and to the standard modular
kits available for any motorhome builder.
Thus, even smaller manufacturers can benefit
from CBE’s experience, with a broad range of
solutions to choose from for all their needs.
Furthermore, buying directly from CBE, i.e.
directly from the manufacturer, avoids having
to pass through the supply chain, with many
advantages not just in terms of price. Indeed,

A

PREMIUM

PC380
12

BASIC

Words Giorgio Carpi

PC100

PC200

PC150

PC180

CBE - as a producer that designs, manufactures and markets its products throughout the
globe – provides directly to its customers its
very own technical support and specialized
consultancy services. CBE standard solutions
are based on 2 different versions of its 12V
distribution box (depending on the number of
mains to be connected), from 10 (DS300) to
15 (DS520) circuits and can be combined with
a wide range of CBE control panels, from the
well-known PC100 to the all-new PC380.
“What sometimes concerns smaller manufacturers is the belief that in order to supply them
directly, CBE requires major volumes and
wants to sell them the complete wiring harness as well,” explains Paolo Moiola, export
manager at CBE. “However, this isn’t the way
we like working with smaller manufacturers,
as we are well aware of the fact that it is
almost impossible to satisfy different needs on
small batches of vehicles that are often very
different one from the other. In these cases,
we supply only the cables connecting the 12V
distribution box with our devices, i.e. typically
the control panel, the water tank sensors and
the battery charger. Clearly, we also provide
all of the connectors and terminals with the
standard kit, thus allowing manufacturers to
internally assemble the main wiring harness
to be connected to the distribution box.
Moreover, we give our customers freedom of
choice: for those who want to, it is f.e. possi-

DE LUXE

PC770
ble to use battery chargers made by other
manufacturers. Of course, we’re always willing to develop customized wiring systems on
request, although the development of a main
wiring harness for just a few units can sometimes come with higher costs than the potential benefits for the customer.”
CBE flagship product for this family of standardized solutions is the DS300 12V distribution box, which can be connected not only to
the renowned PC100, PC150, PC200 and
PC220 panels, but also to the new PC180,
PC380 and even to the all-new control panels
CBE is developing for the upcoming season.
This feature allows customers to employ an
installation based on a single 12V module that

Contacts:
Dorian Sosi - Italy - d.sosi@cbe.it
Paolo Moiola - Export - p.moiola@cbe.it

DS300

DS520

The DS300 12V distribution
box features 10 circuits protected by fuses and is compatible
with the control panels of the
following lines:
Basic (PC100, PC150, PC180,
PC200,)
Premium (PC220, PC320,
PC380)
DeLuxe (PC770)

The DS520 12V distribution
box features 10 circuits protected by fuses and is compatible with the control
panels of the following
lines:
Basic (PC 200)
Premium (PC220, PC320,
PC380)
DeLuxe (PC770)

can be combined with a variety of control panel models, from the most
basic to the most complete.
“Our customers are motorhome manufacturers producing from 20 to
5,000 vehicles a year. Every year, we supply over 1000 standard kits to
dozens of small manufacturers throughout the world,” continues
Paolo Moiola. “The designs, research and development we’ve worked
on in recent years for our international customers allow us to offer
even to our minor customers a degree of experience that our competitors couldn’t easily match. In addition, we would like to emphasize
that CBE is a partner that doesn’t leave its products aside once paid by
a customer. Taking a look back over the past 15 years, we know that
our components have been fitted into over 350.000 motorhomes and
we will naturally continue to provide tech support and consulting even
for our older products.

Booth at Caravan Salon Düsseldorf

Booth at Salone del Camper in Parma

A QUICK LOOK AT A NEW ACE IN THE HOLE
remiered at the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf 2014
as a design concept, the PC210 is the latest innovation in the large family of CBE control panels.
Designed to be installed also on vans, where the available
space between the cell door and the roof is limited, the
PC210 features a contemporary design that recalls the
latest hi-tech trends, in terms of both styling and materials. A control panel that combines compact dimensions
and a significant technology content at an attractive price:
a custom backlit LCD 3” display in 13 different colours,
with touch capacitive switches, a visible thickness of just
9 mm and an innovative fastening system. The PC210 will
be customizable in many different ways and will be available as of mid 2015, giving CBE’s OEM customers the
opportunity of opting for an additional newly conceived
control panel, without having to make any changes to the
rest of the basic electrical system.

P
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CTA Srl - Via Groenlandia, 23 - 00040 Pomezia (RM) - Italy
Tel: +39.06 91601096 - Fax: +39.06 91601096
E-Mail: info@ctapomezia.it - Web: www.ctapomezia.it

Performing
and speeding up evolution
In order to respect R14 and R17 regulations which came into force on November 1st, CTA has updated its
products, in collaboration with TÜV Rheinland: following the revolving paddles, the seat belt anchoring
systems now also comply with the new directives.
Words Andrea Cattaneo

TA doesn't just interpret evolution,
we define it. An industry leader
with over 30 years' experience in
the automotive sector, specializing in the
manufacture of seat belt anchoring
systems on board recreational vehicles,
swivel seat paddles and TV stands.
CTA is an Italian based company that proposes innovative solutions, with high qua-

C

Booth at Caravan Salon Düsseldorf

Dario Bellezze

lity products that make use of the latest
technology for RV manufacturers and endusers alike. This is the case, for instance,
for the Truma Combi Ready, a seat belt
structure that houses the Combi model
heater within it. In addition to optimizing
space and freeing up storage compartments, the heater can be installed in a
central location with respect to the vehicle's layout, thereby optimizing ducted
warm air distribution.
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Contacts:
Dario Bellezze - Sales Manager
dario@ctapomezia.it

November 1st 2014 is the compliance deadline for the implementation of the new R14 and
R17 regulations. The new R14
regulation stipulates that revolving paddles and seat belt
anchoring systems must be
modified. Whereas for revolving paddles this does not
entail any structural variations,
for anchoring systems, on the
other hand, CTA has developed
the integrated “Isofix” seat,
designing a unified structure
that can be used with either a
universal or semi-universal
seat. CTA has updated all its
products to respect the
European directives, in collaboration with one of Europe's
most authoritative certification
bodies, TÜV Rheinland, the
same service used by leading
automotive manufacturers in

Truma Combi Ready

Isofix with Inglesina

Relax Seat System

Germany. This allows vehicle
manufacturers to state that
they are fully compliant with
the directives, mounting components that comply with the
new standards. The elements
tested are modular designed
systems that can be installed
during the vehicle's construction, both on existing and basic
structures.
“Someone recently said that
our pay-off 'Performing the
evolution' is a little pretentious
for a company specializing in
metal working,” says Dario
Bellezze, general manager of
CTA.
“Well, we've always demonstrated with facts that we're an
innovative
company
that
invests a great deal of resources in research and development, providing innovation
even in a sector where some
distracted observers feel that

everything has already been
invented.”
CTA anchoring systems can be
mounted onto any type of RV
(vans, motorhomes, semi-integrated, rooftops) in the M1 /
N2 category. Easy to install,
CTA structures only require the
boring of two holes on the
cabin floor, with fastening
bolts (threaded rods) and brackets to the frame side members. For vehicles with a gap
between the cab and cabin
floor, the structures are supplied in two different height
settings in order to adapt to
the dinette.
“Right from our entry into the
caravanning sector, we set ourselves the goal of developing
new technological solutions,”
adds Dario Bellezze, “that also
aim to contain weight constraints, and provide installation simplicity and facility.”

Company Profile

F

ounded in 1977, CTA currently supplies major Italian
and European RV manufacturers, designing and producing seat belt anchoring systems, swivel paddles, TV
stands, ladders and roof racks on board recreational vehicles that are fully compliant with all European regulatory
standards enforced. A wealth of experience and an
exceptional management organization have led to rapid
production development. CTA is also a design partner for
manufacturers of campers and caravans, making available its know-how and working alongside engineering
departments to find solutions for every need.
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FAP Srl - Via A. Gentileschi, 40/9 50142 Firenze (FI) - Italy
Tel. +39 0557331750 - Fax +39 0557331758
E-mail: info@fapgroup.it - Web: www.fapweb.it

A path to success in the world
The high level of interest at the fair in Düsseldorf for the new locks must not
overshadow the other successful products of FAP, especially the diversified
Orus Line.
Words Giorgio Carpi

Ghost with the new automated locking
mechanism
fter the huge event represented by
the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf, for
FAP it is time to take stock: the
Florentine company, founded in 1968 and the
long-standing partner of major European and
non-European manufacturers of recreational
vehicles, has not only maintained its presence
in the field but has continually expanded its
range and developed a growing interest in
the caravan industry, and its product catalogue now includes seven different categories.
“Our production – explains Lapo Ermini,
grandson of the founder and current CEO of
FAP – began nearly fifty years ago with an
aerator, a simple piece of moulded plastic,
and it continues today with technically advanced locks like the one just presented at the
fair in Düsseldorf. It is a lock with a servo-assisted locking mechanism designed for those

A
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seeking top quality access doors on their camper.” The new lock derives from the now
well-known Ghost locking mechanism with
one or even two locking points, the pride and
joy of FAP products. Conceptually similar to
automobile locks, it goes even further by
incorporating an automated locking system.
A state of the art lock, therefore, which caters
in no uncertain terms to high-end vehicles
and offers ease of closure and extreme noise
reduction.
“At the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf – continues Lapo Ermini – the new automated locking mechanism was appreciated by all the
experts who came to visit us at our stand. I
am pleased to say that soon, presumably in
February, we will begin series production for
our first customers in Italy, France and
Germany. I think it is important, however, to

repeat that our success in the lock sector has
in no way overshadowed the production
volumes and sales of our other products. This
performance was achieved thanks to both an
ongoing study carried out by our designers to
improve and innovate our products, and
through the investments we have made and
continue to allocate in order to provide highlevel tech support, with a constant commitment to customer follow-up after the sale.”
But what are these products? Very often, they
are technical elements of small dimensions,
sometimes barely visible, but which often
have key roles on recreational vehicles. This is
the case, for example, of the Orus Line, which
includes fillers and external inlets mounted on
the side of campers and caravans. This line is
characterized not only by a modern and
attractive design, but also by the interesting

Contact:
Lapo Ermini - General Manager
lapo.ermini@fap2000.it

family feeling assured by a common aesthetic
that brings a certain elegance and visual continuity to any modern recreational vehicle. The
customer – that is to say the manufacturer of
the vehicle – is given the opportunity to choose the colour of the frame and the cap, and
the variety of colours available can become a
distinguishing element of the vehicle’s side
and can often match the graphics already
selected for use. The Orus Line series, which
starting this year will be exported to Australia,
too, includes external inlets for connecting
the gas supply, a quick connection for water
(with a pressure reducer and check valve), but
also the quick connector for the outdoor shower, the external 230-V/16-A power supply
and a multifunction plate that includes the
12-V socket, the 220-V Schuko socket and
the sockets for the digital terrestrial and satellite antenna cables. The ease of installation
and the ability, in case of damage, to replace
the cover lid quickly and easily with replacements sold in the after market are features

Company Profile

that should not
be underestimated.
“Since its launch
on the market –
explains
Lapo
Ermini – the Orus
Line has seen a
steady increase in
sales and its success is well established
in Italy and France, and next
year should extend to Germany as
well. This is thanks to features that
make our fillers unique: consider for example
the automobile-style friction cap for both the
water tanks (including supplementary tanks)
and for the diesel fuel tank. And as for the
fuel-tank filler, our catalogue also contains the
adapter for the original Fiat cap, which is
important for motorhome builders: original
security certificates regarding vehicle overturning can be maintained, thus saving money
on additional certifications.”
Other historic products in the FAP range include the discharge valves of the grey water
tanks. In this case there has been a significant
evolution of the product’s method of assembly: the bonding system has in fact been
abandoned and the components are now joined by electrical welding. This method ensures strength, reliability and guarantees absolute impermeability.
Another product that is small in size but
essential for the proper functioning of camping vehicles of the latest generation is the
magnetic lock for the doors to bathrooms and
closets:

or almost half a century FAP has been a manufacturer of
plastic components. The founder began to approach the
camping industry in 1968 at the urging of two entrepreneurs
who have made history in the Italian caravan market, Luano
Niccolai of Rimor and Giovanbattista Moscardini of Laika. In
1982, the company began producing for the railway industry,
where it maintains its presence by supplying furnishing components for railway cars. The company headquarters, which
includes the technical office, production line and warehouse,
is located in Florence and covers an area of 4,000 square

F

Magneto

his article was presented at last
year’s Caravan Salon and can
smoothly enter all markets and
play an important role in the production of furnishings for recreational
vehicles within and outside of Europe.
The magnet placed inside the lock –
on the lock plate positioned on the
door frame – is able to pull the latch
towards itself, which guarantees an
extraordinarily silent mechanism. This
lock is easy to install and can be used
with all the handles on the market. It
is not only silent, but is also extremely flexible in use. It can be installed on
simple one-panel doors, but can be
used also with multifunctional doors,
which are becoming increasingly
common on campers of recent design
– doors that are used to close both
the toilet compartment and the sleeping area – at the user’s discretion. In
this case, the manufacturer must simply mount a second lock plate.
It is thus clear then that FAP is committed to 360-degree design, with
the specific goal of meeting customers’ needs both with universal products and with personalized items.
And this, combined with considerable
attention to after-sales service, has
enabled the Florentine company to go
beyond not only its own national borders, but also those of Europe, and is
now present in Australia, and since a
couple of years ago, on the extremely
important market of the United
States.

T

metres. With the production of locks for campers and caravans, FAP has long since achieved a leading position in
Europe, covering 80% of the market and working both with
vehicle manufacturers and with the most successful manufacturers of doors and hatches. In 2011 the company launched
the Ghost lock, the top of the line and a real benchmark in
the industry, with a mechanism capable of handling two locking points. In 2014 the evolution of Ghost was presented,
and the lock is now equipped with a servo-assisted locking
mechanism.

FAP booth at Düsseldorf Caravan Salon
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Filippi Legnami S.P.A - Via N. Sauro, 2 - 24030 Berbenno (BG) - Italy
Tel. +39 035 861122 - Fax +39 035 860190
E-mail: info@filippilegnami.com - Web: www.filippilegnami.com

Melamine for the RV sector
For years now, Filippi Legnami has been a trusted supplier for many camper and caravan manufacturers,
and has recently expanded its product range: alongside the popular and traditional wood veneer panel
production, new digital printing machinery have recently been introduced, as well as a novel finishing
system for melamine paper multilayer panels.
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli

ood has always been an essential component of recreational vehicle cabins - not just a fanciful designer whim, but
an indispensable element. Experiments have been conducted to go beyond wood panelling, but in the end tradition has always
won out, as wood has proven to be an age-old material that like no
other provides the necessary warmth and ambiance sought by camper
and caravan users everywhere. However, this doesn’t mean things aren’t progressing: many changes have been implemented over the years,
from both a technical and cabin design perspective. At Filippi Legnami,
the latest innovation developments have occurred specifically to create products using state-of-the-art technology, heralding new trends
that not only accommodate changes, but also pre-empt new ideas,
while imagining new scenarios. For over forty years, Filippi Legnami’s
core business has always been woodworking, and the camper and
caravanning sector has provided a new challenge. In just a few years,
our broad product range in this segment has allowed us to become an
industry leader. Since 2013, the newly formed partnership between
Filippi Legnami and Giorgio Levoni, a managing partner and entrepreneur from the renowned family operating in the food industry, has
resulted in an even stronger presence in the sector, creating new
synergies for innovation and the deveopment of processes and products.

W
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Consolidated production and digital printing
Filippi Legnami specializes in the finishing of wood based panels. This
is a well-known, consolidated process in which decorative paper is
applied onto the surface of a panel used for cabinets, wall units,
doors, etc., built in wood in a recreational vehicle. Various types of
decorative film are used, such as finish paper, PVC, PP, CPL or Alkorcell.
The finishing material is applied onto plywood or multi-layer panels,
ranging in thickness from 1.8 to 4 mm, by a pressing and cementing
process, using a latest generation calendar press.
Since 2013, Filippi Legnami has offered its customers digital printing
on decorative paper used to finish wood panels. Two hi-tech plotters
are used to print any pattern or texture, either from Filippi Legnami’s
vast catalogue or from unique solutions created by the customer’s
own designers, faithfully reproducing any motif provided by the customer. This allows for an extremely
high level of personalization, available not just for high-volume orders,
but also for limited productions from
small upholsterers or the increasingly
popular limited series of large manufacturers. The scale can also be

Contacts:
Francesca Filippi
francesca@filippilegnami.com

varied, i.e. reproducing the same pattern in
different sizes, adapting to different types of
panels, whether cabinet doors or small drawers.
The new frontier: melamine
Investments in research and development are
ongoing, with the recent introduction of a
special press for finishing panels with melamine paper.
“We’re currently the only suppliers in the
camper sector to have applied melamine
technology to plywood,” explains Salvatore
Filippi. “Melamine is a system used for home
furnishings, where it is combined with chipboard. Applying this technology to multilayer
panels today places us at the forefront of our
industry. Using our new melamine press, we
need to find the right balance between heat
and pressure, but once an optimal balance
has been found the possibilities are truly
endless. Today, we’re capable of offering our
customers an infinite range of finishes and
customizations.” Applying home furnishing
technology to the camper sector has allowed

Company Profile

Filippi Legnami to meet the most diverse
needs of customers, creating effects that were
unthinkable until now. Just how does this
system work? Very thin sheets of decorative
paper, impregnated in melamine resin, are
heat pressed onto wooden panels, in this case
plywood. The addition of special overlays,
special additional sheets placed onto the
paper, can confer an unlimited array of characteristics to the surface: e.g. scratch-proof
or fingerprint-proof overlays, soft touch overlays, glossy effect overlays – the range is truly
endless. However, the most innovative characteristic of this technology is the three-dimensional finish plating. A steel mould is inserted
in the press which contains an embossed pattern. The end result is thus no longer just a
smooth two-dimensional panel, but can feature embossed or raised motifs, for instance
creating a real wood effect, complete with an
embossed grain, knots and imperfections.
There are essentially no limits to a designer’s
creativity, so that the level of customization is
really endless.
“Various types of applications are possible,”

says Salvatore Filippi, “and we’re not just thinking about cabinet doors and wall units.
Indeed, we can create more resistant wall
panels, with extremely wear-proof characteristics. At the customer’s specific request, we
can even create water-proof or fire-proof wall
panels, providing various degrees of protection. And we can also work on floors, using
melamine to create wear and scratch resistant
wood flooring with special embossed or raised motifs. We can achieve a very high level of
customization, and it isn’t difficult to produce
at a sustainable price for a manufacturer a
‘special edition’ for a unique customized furnishing, even with personalized lettering.
Digital printing and melamine open up new
frontiers for the customization of furniture.
Customers can choose from an infinite range
of ‘bespoke’ products, a combination of greater freedom of expression on the part of designers, and the use of the most sophisticated
technologies.
End users can now rely on furnishings created
with originality and craftsmanship that are
also more durable.

E

stablished over forty years ago and specializing in the
processing of wood products, Filippi Legnami decisively
entered the recreational vehicle sector in 2000, introducing a
line of finishing products. Finished panels created by Filippi
Legnami have been used for an endless array of applications
in the cabins of campers, caravans and mobile homes, adopted by manufacturers worldwide. In 2013, the partnership
with entrepreneur Giorgio Levoni opened up a fresh phase
of consolidation and expansion. Initiatives have included the
launch of a new product range employing digital printing for
personalized panel decoration. Recently, a new department
was introduced with a panel pressing line using melamine
paper: making use of sophisticated advanced technology,
Filippi Legnami provides 3D effect surface linings that combine an innovative tactile experience with high resistance to
abrasion, scratches, wear and light.

Booth at Düsseldorf Caravan Salon
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Metallarte Srl - Loc. Rigoni - Via dei Laghi - 53035 Monteriggioni (SI) - Italy
Ph. +39 0577 306 163 - Fax +39 0577 304 461
E-mail: info@metallarte.com - Web: www.metallarte.com

A quality-oriented policy
After its recent presentation of a larger, wider door, the dynamic Tuscan company is working on several ambitious projects and is now looking to enter the American market.
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli

Michele Checcucci, General Manager

merica opens its doors to Metallarte,
but we could also say that it will open
Metallarte’s doors: this is not just a play
on words because it sums up the long and
meticulous effort that has enabled the Italian
company to look out across the ocean, where
a huge market might be extremely interested
in the doors realised by the Italian manufacturer. Moreover, years of experience on the
European market have built a solid foundation
and a body of technical-productive knowledge
that can become a springboard for crossing the
Atlantic and working in a geographic area
where the culture of living on the road is well
stratified. But what can a small business like
Metallarte offer the American giants of the
industry?
“It’s true, we are a small to medium sized company – explains Michele Checcucci, CEO of
Metallarte – but perhaps this is our greatest
asset and what sets us apart from other larger
companies and allows us to stand out in a sector that is already pretty crowded. It can be said
that our flexibility in production and responsi-

A

A frame made entirely of plastic (prototype)
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veness to customer needs are the qualities
appreciated most by vehicle manufacturers,
with whom we have maintained contact on a
daily basis for years. We work quickly and we
need only a few days to draw up a complete
project that conforms to the client’s requests,
and in a month or even less we can already
deliver the finished product. We can standardize production, but we can also deviate from
the standard without difficulty in order to
change the product, customise it and adapt it
to new needs. And camper doors – the entry
doors to the living area – can benefit from our
dynamic approach, especially in a market as
important and challenging as North America.”
The goal of Metallarte is to provide American
manufacturers with a product that is substantially different from what they are accustomed
to; this is the only way to compete with local
component producers. Design is another
important trump card. Italian Style continues to

be a winning feature, but of course it is not
enough just to export doors that are beautiful
to look at, it takes something more. The doors
of European conception have some interesting
features that will be perceived as new by the
American customer. Just to give one example,
think of door panels equipped with pockets
and containers, but also with a trash basket, or
even different bins for recycling.
“I think product customization is a strategic
weapon – continues Michael Checcucci – a
card that we can and should play on the
American market. We are able to offer the
customer several variants to a standard model
and they can then transform the door into a
product that is totally different from the base
model. The client, for example, can choose the
inner finish of the door, the one inside the vehicle: we have our own range of thermoformed
finishes, but we can also custom design a finish
and realise a mould made for a specific custo-

FIPFG (formed-in-place foam gasket)

Gasketing” is a process that involves the production of gaskets foamed directly
onto components by using a FIPFG (formed-in-place foam gasket) sealing system.
This system consists of a base component and a hardener, mixed in specific proportions. This method generates a gasket in soft polyurethane foam in just a few minutes.
After the polymerization is complete, the gasket is dry to the touch and the piece can be
assembled. The application of this technology to the doors and the aluminium profiles
used in the production of doors and hatches in the RV industry was patented by
Metallarte, which had already been granted a patent for its vacuum mounting system.
One of the specific machines in the FIPFG process deposits a layer of liquid polyurethane
on the inside of the aluminium frame. This substance solidifies in a short time and maintains a high degree of compressibility and impermeability, then becoming the anti-infiltration gasket interposed between the sandwich panel and the frame. The sandwich
panel is placed on the assembly bench and is placed on the frame. Here a pump creates
a vacuum and allows the panel to adhere perfectly to the gasket. The whole piece is then
assembled by means of small metal plates fastened with rivets fitted with O-rings.

“

Contacts:
Michele Checcucci - General Manager
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Metallarte booth at Düsseldorf Caravan Salon

mer, to ensure that he and he alone is the
owner of that kind of door.” Continuing on
the subject of doors, the new XL door of
Metallarte was presented at the Caravan Salon
in Düsseldorf and it will be fitted first on certain
models of Adria vehicles. It represents the evolution of the classic two-locking-point doors
already in the catalogue: the door XL abandons
the standard width of 580 mm and offers a
generous opening of 650 mm. Wider doors are
a constantly growing trend in Europe.
Manufacturers are trying to cater to those
who, either because of their physical size or
because they are no longer as young as they
once were, are uncomfortable trying to squeeze into a door that is only about 55 wide. The
realization of a maxi-door poses no technical
problems – the only downside, if any, is the
small reduction in space for the kitchen or
other furnishings.
Metallarte is also investing seriously in the
cabin doors of motorhomes. The project is

already at an advanced stage and the product
line should be on the market by the end of
2015. The company’s intentions are not to propose another standard door like so many
others already on the market, but to aim for
excellence. The project is challenging and
costly, for sure, but the motorhome segment is
promising and so Metallarte is not afraid to
invest.
As further proof that there is no shortage of
ideas and vitality in the Tuscan company, here
comes an anticipation of a project still in the
making. “Together with the University of
Florence, we are moving forward with a very
interesting and innovative project – explains
the CEO of Metallarte – and it could see the
light in 2016. The idea is to realize a closing
door to storage compartments made entirely
of plastic, like some that already exist, but a
modular one that has greater flexibility in size
compared to traditional doors. We still have to
perform some tests – of the rigidity of the
material and the resistance to the sun, for

example – but I am confident. In any case, we
have already patented the system.” As you can
guess, the desire for achievement is strong in
this small but resourceful company, whose
headquarters are near Siena, in the area of
Tuscany where most of the industries of the
Italian caravanning sector are located.
Metallarte is a company whose mission is in its
name: metalworking, aluminium in particular,
makes it possible to create objects in a precise,
workmanlike manner, according to the forms
chosen by the customer; not only doors and
compartment lids, but also profiles uniting the
roof and side of the vehicle, side skirts, internal
and external stairs, basically anything that can
be created to make recreational vehicles more
functional and aesthetically valuable.

Company Profile

etallarte is a company with
nearly 20 years of history, certified UNI EN ISO 9001:2000. The company’s mission is to be among the leaders in Europe in meeting the needs
of the recreational vehicle components and equipment market. It seeks
to contribute to improving the quality of life in your spare time by offering constantly new solutions and services. And the company’s vision is very
ambitious, too: a Metallarte product
for every camper in the world. With
its range of complete doors, hatches
and other products for the OEM market, Metallarte today is supplier to
the principal manufacturers of recreational vehicles: the brands of the
French groups Trigano, Sea and
Rapido; the Slovenian brand Adria;
almost all the Italian brands, Laika
above all; Auto Trail in the UK and a
few manufacturers in Australia and
New Zealand.
The manufacturing plant, which has
recently been reorganized to meet
evolving needs and increased production volumes, is centred around a
2700-square-metre building equipped
with a 277 kWp photovoltaic system
producing 100% green energy.
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Via A.Vivaldi, 40/A - 50041 Calenzano – (FI) – Italy
Tel: +39 055 8825239 - Fax: +39 055 8878086
E-mail: info@project-2000.it - Web: www.project-2000.it

Good ideas that “move” RV’s
From its first success with retractable steps, Project 2000 has expanded its horizons
and now offers a range of systems to make the furnishings in recreational vehicles
movable in a practical fashion.
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli

Lorenzo Manni
Technical Sales Manager

hen speaking of a company
like
Project 2000,
the term “growth” arises spontaneously. Great
strides have been made
since the end of the 90s
when the small company
first entered the camper
industry with its own production of steps. Today one can
rightly speak of a well-structured,
international business that still operates
exclusively in the recreational vehicles sector,
but now produces more than just steps, with a
range of products in various areas. In recent years, despite the prevailing crisis, growth has been very solid – so much so that the
owners have decided to create a new profession position, that of
internal sales manager, who will take over the tasks previously per-

W

Lessons from overseas

ncreasingly committed to proper training of the clientinstaller, Project 2000 has organized several technical
courses at the manufacturers’ work sites in order to
train the staff responsible for tech support of its products.
After the positive results obtained in Europe, for example in
the Laika and Carthago factories, a training course in the
United States has now been scheduled in conjunction with
the Louisville RV Trade Show sponsored by the local distributor Lippert Inc. On that occasion, all the American manufacturers who want to install a Project 2000 electric bed will
have the opportunity to speak with representatives of both
the company and the distributor and ask specific questions.
The operation of the bed will be explained in a classroom
setting and explanations will be given about the structure
and design of the product. A troubleshooting module is also
scheduled in which concrete solutions to the most common
practical problems will be given.

I
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formed by an external agency representing several firms. The new
technical sales manager, Lorenzo Manni, has been with the company for a couple of years and has a degree in international
relations and past experience with the Siemens group,
where he not only developed his sales skills, but
was also able to gain valuable technical
skills. With the creation of the
internal sales division, greater
resources have been allocated
not only to customer management and the search for
new markets, but also to marketing and communication.
“Implementation in the sales division was a challenge – Manni himself tells
us – but the results are very encouraging. Our entry into the
American market was the first step, perhaps the most important.
and it was a smashing success. In just a year and a half North
America has become an important market for us. With the advent
of new business strategies and a methodical search for the right
partner, there has been truly significant growth. Moreover, we
have registered remarkable growth in Australia, too, strengthening
our relationship with the leading manufacturer there and laying
the basis for the opening of a local distribution channel.”
And if non-European markets represent the new challenge of
Project 2000, China certainly cannot be overlooked: the numbers
are still low, but the growth rate of the last turnover bodes well for
the future. Despite the inevitable difficulties due to the language
barrier, we have completed a commercial tour there that has enabled us to know our customers much better. A different relationship with the local distributor was definitely created: no longer just
a simple response to customer needs, we will now have a boost
towards expanding the market.
America, Asia and Australia in growth, therefore: but what about
the relationship with European manufacturers?
“The development of faraway markets certainly did not force us to
neglect Europe – continues Lorenzo Manni – where we continue
to gather the fruits of our efforts in research and development,
which have led to our working with virtually all major manufacturers. France, Germany and Italy, of course, are giving us great

Contacts:
Davide Nardini - davide@project-2000.it
Lorenzo Manni - commerciale@project-2000.it

Telescopic and motorized
o meet the increasing demand for
tables with a central support – not
anchored to the wall – Project 2000
has presented a novel prototype of telescopic leg designed for high-end and traditional motorhomes. Encouraged by the
positive response of visitors to the recent
Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf, it will go into
production very soon. It is a telescopic support in aluminium profiles with three telescopic sections equipped with an electric
mechanical movement activated at the
touch of a button. The motorization
makes use of a special device that ensures
homogeneous extension of all the elements at a speed of 18 millimetres per
second. The weight is limited to about 6
kg, it has excellent stability and a load
capacity of 60 kg. There are several defi-
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ning elements that distinguish this product. First of all, the support can be mounted right-side-up or upside-down – that is
with the slightly pyramidal shape inverted
– at the discretion of the vehicle manufacturer, so as to vary the final design of the
table according to taste. The motor is fully
integrated in the aluminium profiles, so
nothing protrudes from the telescopic leg
and there is no need to create holes in the
floor. The manufacturer may choose whether to anchor the table in the traditional
way, with a plate protruding above the
floor, or with a hidden plate, with the leg
resting directly on the floor. A complex
mechanism that allows the table to be
moved sideways and rotated can be well
fastened above the telescopic leg, thereby
meeting the needs of those having a meal

rewards, thanks mainly to adjustable-height
beds, whose market trend is one of continuous growth.”
Today the drop-down bed represents a sector of primary
importance for us, not only
due to the strong increase in
sales in recent years – which prompted the company’s expansion into the
American market – but also for the evolution of the product itself, which is now anchored to the base and
the drop-down structure directly by Project 2000. This strategic
step forward has cured more than just a few headaches for many
manufacturers: now the bed comes already assembled and packaged, and only has to be anchored to the wall and ceiling.
And speaking of beds, a “3-in-1” multi-function bed has also been
created to meet the rising demand for rear central beds. It is a bed
whose base is lifted by gas springs (in order to access a storage
compartment below) and it slides longitudinally on bearings in
order to raise the headboard (to increase the space around the bed
and for reading). There is also a lifting system (manual or electric)
to vary the height of the garage realized under the base of the bed
itself. The product is unique in the industry, and at the 2013 edition of the Salone del Camper of Parma – the Italian trade show

in the dinette, but also facilitating the
movement of the crew around the table
and, last but not least, making transit from
the cabin to the passenger compartment
easier. Worth noting is the single point of
release of the shifting mechanism, without
the traditional double or triple safety
stops.

for the industry – it was given an award by a jury of experts.
But the original mission of Project 2000 has not been forgotten,
quite the contrary: this year our line of single steps has been completely redesigned and now offers a wider range of choices. The
goal is to improve overall quality, lightness and production efficiency: three objectives with which Project 2000 aims to obtain important recognition from the market.To support these important changes, even the factory has been modified, which obviously mean an
investment of capital, as confirmed by Lorenzo Manni.
“The significant increase in production – concludes the sales
manager of Project 2000 – has made necessary a complete revision of the warehouse and assembly
lines in order to improve production
efficiency. Three automated vertical
warehouses have been realized, all
interfaced with a management program, so that operators are able to
locate the material quickly, without
overlapping and interfering with other employees.” And given the
importance that adjustable-height beds have in the overall budget
of the company, a special department for the assembly of bases,
structures and lifting mechanisms has been developed. Once
assembly has been completed, the beds are packaged and transferred to the shipping department.

Project 2000 booth at Düsseldorf Caravan Salon
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Solera-Thermoform Group Spa - Via Cavalieri di Malta, 23
35038 Torreglia (PD) - Italy
Ph: +39 0499998811 - Fax: +39 0499998828 - www.soltherm-group.com

A Group that invests in the future
Thermoforming Plastics is the speciality of the companies of the Solera-Thermoform Group.
Automated and cutting edge production processes and innovative solutions for combining
dissimilar materials are the challenges of the future, even for the RV sector.
Words Giorgio Carpi

Michel Schmitz
Marketing & Export
Manager

n an industry reluctant to change such as
that of recreational vehicles, new thermoform techniques and moulds have created
new scenarios. Thanks to new technologies
such as Twin-Sheet Forming, it will now be
possible to implement more standardized production processes, with positive effects in
terms of quality and costs. This is the opinion
of the management of the Solera-Thermoform
Group, a company with a leading position in
the field of industrial thermoforming of plastics
with applications in the area of recreational
vehicle that include rear panels, bumpers, roof
mouldings, side mouldings, spoilers, toilets and
interior furnishings.

I

Forty years of thermoforming experience
Thermoforming has always gone hand in hand
with the production of motorized recreational
vehicles, especially since campers and motorhomes began to take on the characteristics of

Twin Sheet
n the manufacturing plant of Fucecchio, in Tuscany,
production is carried out using the Twin-Sheet method.
This is a particular method of thermoforming that
makes use of negative moulding, which makes it possible
to join two pieces so that they become integral already in
the processing stage, without the need for any subsequent
bonding. This allows box-shaped elements to be produced that are highly resistant and less
thick than in the past. The hollow space inside the workpiece may, if necessary, be filled with
foamed material, perhaps as thermal insulation. The two pieces united in this way are more
resistant than those assembled by means of adhesives, have fewer risks and lower costs. With
the Twin-Sheet technique it is possible to combine different materials, provided they are compatible (for example ABS with methacrylate), even if they are of different colours.

I
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an industrial product and were no longer characterized by the craftsmanship of a single
vehicle. We can say that in some ways, the
Solera-Thermoform Group was at the side of
Italian motorhome manufacturers ever since
they began to market their first products.
«Ours is a relatively young company, created
five years ago – explains Riccardo Palatresi,
managing director of the Solera-Thermoform
Group – but it was founded on the basis of
decades of experience in the field of thermoforming. The Solera-Thermoform Group, in
fact, is the result of the merger of two competing companies that have made history in this
industry. Thermoform was founded in 1976
and has always worked with companies in the
caravan sector, supplying components for both
the exterior and the interior. Solera, which was
then called Solera Materie Plastiche, began
doing business in 1974: it was then one of
Laika’s suppliers for the Motorpolo, one of the
most innovative motorhomes of the day, and a
few years later it supplied components for the
newly-born Rimor. These forty years represent
an extremely important technical and cultural
substratum, but they are also a kind of springboard for future challenges. The Solera
Thermoform Group was established with a
view to increasing our market presence by sharing the know-how of the two companies, but
was also based on the willingness to invest and
to innovate».
The recreational vehicle industry is of fundamental importance to the Group, thanks to a
solid clientèle represented by the brands of the
Hymer, Trigano, Sea and Rapido groups. It is,
however, no longer its sole business area.
Infact, the crisis in the sector, especially in Italy,
has prompted the company to expand and
diversify its activities and today Solera
Thermoform Group is well established in other
areas such as agricultural machinery, industrial
vehicles and buses.
The production process
The Solera-Thermoform Group can deliver
components of different shapes, sizes and
applications, realized with vacuum thermoforming in lengths up to 4 metres, high pressure
thermoforming and Twin-Sheet thermoforming.
«For the recreational vehicle industry, the
technique of thermoforming is interesting for
several reasons – explains Michel Schmitz, marketing and export manager of the SoleraThermoform Group – and it is competitive with
other constructive techniques like fibreglass

Contact:
Michel Schmitz - Marketing & Export Manager
mschmitz@soltherm-group.com

layering or injection blow moulding. With thermoforming
we can realize very large pieces like the rear walls of
campers or certain front walls of motorhomes. And
we do this with acceptable costs even for small
productions, while injection moulding is very
expensive and the costs cannot normally be
borne by companies in the caravan industry.»
Our two plants are equipped with next-generation cutting and assembly systems, some of
which were designed and built to measure.
Cutting is performed by computerised CNC milling machines that can be programmed by using
software compatible with the CAD platform, thus
allowing a three-dimensional path to be programmed. The assembly of the parts is then entrusted to
a computerized system that applies the two-component adhesive and bonds the pieces by placing them under a
press. The real innovation of the cutting and joining systems is the creation of an automated process that uses a robotic line, which by moving
along a track can manage four workstations in a sequential manner.
Waiting times are thus eliminated, productivity is increased and costs are
reduced. «Vacuum thermoforming is the most widely used method in
the RV industry as it requires fewer investments in moulds, provides
exceptional design freedom, quick and easy prototype creation, is
lightweight, makes it easy to determine colour precisely, has rapid production cycles and offers the possibility of recycling – explains Michel
Schmitz – but we can also offer high-pressure thermoforming to deliver extremely
high definition of the shapes and angles
or the innovative Twin-Sheet technique».
The colour is defined at the origin by using
pre-coloured sheets; the sheet already has
its own brilliance, so subsequent polishing is
not necessary. Being able to reproduce a specific colour exactly is an important feature,
since it’s often necessary to match pieces to the colour of the body, for
example, or reproduce an identical colour scheme years after it was first
produced.
New goals: the future lies between reality and possibility
The technique of thermoforming is well-established and well-known to
manufacturers of motorhomes and caravans, but a lot can still be done
to renew production processes and achieve new goals. The latest sales
figures will have to be taken into account – and these have not been
record-breaking of late in Europe – and there must be a commitment to
invest. For its part, the Solera-Thermoform Group is making several investments, as Riccardo Palatresi confirms: «Since the company was founded we have invested heavily in equipment and research, and will continue to do so. We are investing millions of Euros in the upgrading of
machinery for thermoforming and in the expansion of our automated
cutting and assembly processes. Furthermore, the Twin-Sheet method
could be successfully introduced into the world of motorhomes – affirms
Riccardo Palatresi – and dramatically change production processes and
end products. If there were sufficient finances, the Twin-Sheet production process could be standardized and spoilers and front and back walls
could be realized. Many fibreglass elements present today on the vehicle could be replaced, as well as many of the interior furnishings, thereby reducing weight significantly, and thus the reduction of fuel consumption and CO2 emissions, in harmony with current European standards.
I see standardization as the new goal of the RV industry, both for classical thermoforming and for the Twin-Sheet method. Unfortunately, in the
caravan sector, not only is there little investment in research, but changing fashions require rapid renewals of product lines and models, unlike the sector of agricultural and industrial vehicles and buses, where the
product remains unchanged for 5-6 years. It is true that some details
change, while others are kept for years. Standardization could be accelerated for these more permanent components by using thermoforming
processes.»

Plastic-fabric combinations
By means of thermoforming processes, the Solera-Termoform Group is
able to unite fabric and plastic support materials directly in the processing stage. The fabric is perfectly adherent to the underlying support,
reproducing not only its general shape, but also detailed design features. Currently, it is impossible to get similar results with traditional bonding methods. Plastic-fabric combinations have been tested successfully with success, for example in the creation of doors for fabriccovered wall cabinets.
Planning & Design
The Solera Thermoform Group can count on in-house design capabilities and 2D and 3D design programmes. Its development of design and
style also includes the construction of prototypes, which are realised in
close cooperation with its customers. This feature makes the company
unique in the industry and has contributed greatly to its success.

Company Profile

S

olera-Thermoform Group was founded in late 2009 by
the merger of two important Italian producers, Solera
(formerly Solera Materie Plastiche) and Thermoform, which
since the mid-70s have manufactured plastic materials
using thermoforming processes The company has two production plants, one in Fucecchio, in Tuscany, and the other
in Torreglia Veneto. Being able to operate both with traditional methods and with advanced systems, including the
Twin-Sheet method and robotic lines, the Solera
Thermoform Group is able to satisfy both small-scale and
large-scale demands. Its primary relationship with the
recreational vehicle industry, which has been such a large
part of the history of both Solera and of Thermoform, continues today, but the company has now expanded its field
of action to other areas: industrial vehicles, buses, agricultural machinery and “green cars” (electric vehicles to be
used in urban settings). Orders are also received from the
rail sector, not to mention the parts produced for refrigeration systems and fitness-related machines, as well as many
items for the Food & Drink industry (storage, distribution
and packaging of food and beverages) and for the medical
apparatus sector.
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SR Mecatronic Srl - Via Aldo Moro 1-3 - 40046 Porretta Terme - (BO) – Italy
Tel: +39 0534 21477 - Fax: +39 0534 24075
E-Mail: info@srmecatronic.com - web : www.srmecatronic.com

Success in aftermarket...
...now the OEM segment
Sr Mecatronic has conquered major market shares in Europe, implementing a capillary sales and customer
support network. In the aftermarket segment, Sr Mecatronic products are recognized as among the very best
in terms of reliability, technology content and quality. It’s high time recreational vehicle manufacturers also
considered this new player as a potential partner for their initial installations
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli

e have a mature product that provides added value
to manufacturers who choose us for their initial
installations. Customers who try out or satellite
systems never go back.” With these words, Marco Santoli, CEO
of SR Mecatronic, invites Italian and global recreational vehicle manufacturers to consider one of his satellite dishes for
their initial installations. A young brand name, having
been founded only in 2009, but one which has achieved
an excellent reputation throughout Europe, thanks to its
high production quality standards, a capillary and well
organized sales and support network, and a wide product range to satisfy any need.
SR Mecatronic satellite systems are proposed as a standard installation by Belgian manufacturer STX Motorhomes, a recognized brand at a European level
and among the most prestigious outfitters of maxi
motorhomes in the premium
market bracket. Belgium is
indeed one of the markets in
which SR Mecatronic has grown exponentially,
attaining a leadership position in the aftermarket
segment as well. SR Mecatronic satellite
systems have been adopted as a standard
first installation by the German manufacturer TSL, which outfits the luxury
Landsberg and Rockwood motorhomes,
and are part of a package proposed at
the Düsseldorf Caravan Salon by Adria
Germany, on the new camper models produced by the
renowned Slovenian brand.

“W

ASR 850 Flat
Skew Plus

Model specifications

SR Mecatronic has identified its models with
various initials. For instance, 1P refers to
systems with just one factory-set satellite dish
that is monitored by a control unit with a single
touch key. Flat identifies satellite dishes with a
clearance height of just 170 mm when closed,
an extremely important factor for campers, not
only for aerodynamic reasons, but also to limit
the vehicle’s overall height. Plus identifies satellite dishes that incorporate a control panel that
allows for a choice of 15 memorized satellite
pointings. The version with seven memorized
satellite positions bears the name LED. The DF
models feature an LNB with a dual output, i.e. they allow for
the simultaneous viewing of two different satellite channels.
The Skew versions have a correction system for the LNB angle
that is entirely automated, using a GPS system for consistent
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optimal
reception,
even at the margins
of the footprint. In
addition, the Skew
versions are equipped
with an automatic tilting mechanism that
corrects the satellite
dish’s theoretical elevation angle with the camper’s actual tilt angle (e.g. if
the vehicle is on a slope or
uneven parking lot). This function
incredibly enhances the satellite dish’s tracking capability, shortening the search time. The LNB angle can also be corrected on
the Prestige versions, although for these models it is performed
using a manual hand wheel.

Contacts:
Marco Santoli - General Manager
santoli@srmecatronic.com

duction cycle entirely.” Lastly, with the new
“When we founded the comproducts, and is rewarding us with
planar satellite dish, SR Mecatronic has furpany six years ago, I never
increased revenues that are approather expanded its range, to satisfy the needs
would have thought that we
ching 40% per year. Most of these
of any customer type. The new ASR 500 Flat
could be so successful,” staearnings are coming from abroad,
Planar is a small satellite dish requiring very
tes Marco Santoli. “In
since we export almost 70% of our
little clearance, at just 13 cm in height when
Belgium, we’ve become marproduction. Our satellite systems are
closed: the lowest on the market today. It’s
ket leaders. It seems like a
extremely reliable, with warranty
designed for users who have issues with
small market, but the numreturns of less than 1% and a threeheight, providing a solution against strong
bers are actually very signifiyear warranty on all system compowinds, and can easily be mounted on the
cant. All of the big dealers
nents. We can satisfy specific needs
roof of a van, thanks to two assembly plates
work solely with us, buying
for an initial installation, providing
Marco Santoli
at the right distance to fit between the ribour products almost exclusivewiring harnesses that are already
bing on the roof of the van.
ly, since they’ve come to realisized for specific applications, and for
ze the high value of our satellite systems,
certain minimum quantities we even supply
and our ability to provide quality and service
pre-assembled satellite dishes that can cut
at a competitive price. Professionals are not
the manufacturer’s installation time and
the only ones who appreciate our satellite
costs. We can thus create customized wiring
systems. The public now request them too.
harnesses, with racks housing a pre-assemWord of mouth among RV motorhome
bled satellite dish. Manufacturer need only
enthusiasts is another of our strengths: our
unpack the system and install it on board.
satellite systems are exceptionally reliable,
We have unlimited production capacity, and
rarely presenting problems, and the few
we’re capable of delivering all over Europe in
customers who have had to call our tech serjust a few days’ time. In Australia and New
vice have received a quick and immediate
Zealand, we ship by air in a week. And we
ASR 500 Flat Planar
reply with professional support, providing us
keep track of every phase of the production
with excellent promotional feedback.”
process, because we assemble our products
SR Mecatronic is present in Australia, New
in-house, and can therefore monitor the proZealand and throughout Europe (France,
Spain, Belgium, Luxemburg, Holland,
Switzerland, Austria, Germany, Great Britain
and Sweden). In these countries, it has selected exclusive, well organized distributors
who are capable of supplying customers
R Mecatronic satellite systems
within 24 hours. A B2B service and support
make use of especially robust
center was created for Europe, in Strasburg,
mechanical parts, featuring
where a decentralized warehouse is located
powder coated die-cast aluminium
with spare parts and a helpline available ten
components that are supported by
hours a day including Saturdays, providing
a powerful motor. Moving compotechnical information for service centers in
nents rotate on sturdy, quiet, fricEnglish, French and German.
tion-free roller bearings. The LNB
The company’s goal is to build and implesupport, studs on the satellite dish
ment the best service and support network
support and the power adapter box
in Europe in the satellite dish sector. In
are built in anodized aluminum. All
France, 16 service centers are already active,
this guarantees a powerful motor
expanding to 25 within a few months.
drive, supported by carbonitrided hardened steel worm screws and bronze gear wheels,
Service centers are already active in
allowing for maintenance- free, perfect and stable satellite pointing over time. The elecSwitzerland, Belgium, Holland, Spain and
tronic board is protected against reverse polarity, power overloads and short circuits by
Morocco. In addition, in 2015 others will
means of a 5 amp blade fuse. The electronic board on board the unit is lacquered to
become operative in Germany and the
protect it against humidity, and the distribution box uses a four-layer printed circuit
United Kingdom. In Italy, where there are 25
board. The satellite system is equipped with a buzzer that warns the user if the satelliauthorized service centers, the SR
te dish is open or turned on when the camper is powered on. Satellite searches are totalMecatronic Store project has also been introly automated, using the DVB-S2 MP4 Full HD tuner, a high performance instrument that
duced, with 40 out of 220 retailers in Italy on
provides superior signal sensitivity in terms of transmission speed. An important feature
board. Retailers taking part in the project
is the search function, which memorizes the last position detected and thus reduces
commit to stocking the complete range of
satellite time searching in subsequent uses.
SR Mecatronic products, including the
“Mobile TV” LCD and “Avtex” television sets
the company distributes, so that customers
can get a close up view of different models
of satellite systems. This formula is currently
in its experimental phase in Spain as well.
“Our service center staff have taken technical training courses and have acquired the
standard support service kit. They can solve
just about any problem for customers travelling with their camper through Europe,” states Marco Santoli. “We’re really interested in
breaking through in the OEM market. The
Booth at Caravan Salon Düsseldorf
Booth at Salone del Camper in Parma
aftermarket has recognized the value of our

SR Mecatronic satellite system technology
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Thetford BV - Nijverheidsweg 29
4870 AD Etten-Leur / The Netherlands
Ph: +31 765042200 - Fax: +31 765042300 - www.thetford-europe.com

Loving leisure - around the world
Thetford is one of the world's leading suppliers of sanitation system and kitchen appliances for recreational
vehicles. With its new glass production and innovative products, the manufacturer wants to conquer new
market shares.
Words Jörg Nullmeyer

Dirk Valder

ulinary delights in a
motorhome, caravan or
mobilehome are no longer a problem with Thetford’s
range of hobs, ovens, grills,
refrigerators and sinks. The
design and function of these kitchen appliances are based on
normal household appliances.
Only high quality materials and
components were included in order to achieve the Thetford quality
standard.
The Aspire MK2 is the new complete kitchen solution by Thetford
and offers an oven, grill and hob in one unit. The Aspire boasts a
series of improvements in its second-generation version. It was possible to increase efficiency and lower gas consumption by six percent.
There is space for both small and large pans on the conventional
household burners. Placing the optional electric hotplate at the same
height as the rest of the hob makes it simple to move even the heaviest of pans around. A new, lowered surface, rounded edges and
improved sealing make cleaning easier. The burners are now five mil-

C
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limetres lower, increasing the safety distance to the cupboards above
them and this also allows the glass cover to be lowered immediately
after cooking without it overheating. The oven heats up 30 percent
faster, reaching 200° C (392° F) in just three minutes. The grill has
been enlarged by 30 percent so that the grill pan fits into both the
oven and the grill. Another innovation is the heat shield that pops
out automatically when the grill is opened. This shield prevents the
knobs and the front plate from heating up. The upper section of the
Aspire is available separately so that the hob can be installed as an
independent cooking area without having to forego the drawers
beneath it. The oven can be retrofitted if required. Great advantage
for the manufacturer: the work surface remains the same.
Thetford’s 353 Series offers the perfect combination of three burners
and a sink. The main focus during development was on user friendliness. Single-handed operation is a new feature in this price class.
Heat can be regulated by turning the knobs and slight pressure activates the electrical 12-volt ignition. The split glass cover provides an
additional work surface and makes kitchen cleaning very easy. The
three different hob sections are suitable for both larger pans and
small espresso makers. The entire combination is robust and easy to
clean. The use of cast iron grates means that pots and pans not only
stand very stably but also that deformation is a thing of the past. The
structure of the combination is symmetrical so that OEMs can position the sink on the right or left side. The large stovetop is then
always on the opposite side. Both the individual configuration of the
tap and the adjustment of the glass cover to the requirements of the
OEM are possible. In Europe this new combination is exclusive to the
Hymer Group. Thetford has been manufacturing glass components
at its own plant in Sheffield since 2014 and can thus react even more
flexibly and quickly to client requirements.
Thetford's new innovative concept is an induction hob. It saves energy and is quicker than common hob. The idea behind is, that almost

Contacts:
Dirk Valder - Product manager RV OEM International - dvalder@thetford.eu
Norbert van Noesel - Marketing Manager - nvnoesel@thetford.eu

every
campsite
offers
electrical
energy for a small
fee or even for
free.
Domestic
hobs have a high
power
consumption, therefore Thetford had to develop
new solutions. The result is an induction hob
that is quicker than gas but has a maximum
power consumption of only seven amperes
in boost mode. A conventional gas hob
needs 15 minutes to heat one liter of water
from 18° C (64° F) to 90 °C (194° F), the
induction hob only needs ten minutes. Other
advantages are more storage space due to
less space requirement, faster cooling down
after cooking and and a reduced safety
distance of 200 millimeters to the next burning material.
Anyone who wants to eat and drink well

while travelling needs
fresh ingredients and cool
drinks.
This
makes
Thetford refrigerators the
right choice. ‘Keep it cool
at hot temperatures’ is
Thetford’s motto. The
standard European temperature class SN (32° C/58°
F) for an absorption refrigerator is no longer sufficient in some climate
zones. For the first time
Thetford is now offering
absorption refrigerators
that are certified for
Europe, North America

and Australia. New cooling units achieve
temperature class T (40° C / 72° F). Model
N3185 the Australian market has additional
fans to increase its cooling capacity.
Thetford also continues its worldwide supply
of compressor refrigerators.

Thetford glass design and production
s a dedicated and well-known key supplier to
the global RV industry, Thetford always strives
for new innovations that emphasise its leading
position, to continue serving the market in the best
way possible and to meet the latest trends and
demands. Thetford has recently expanded its production facility in England to include glass manufacturing.
This new facility allows Thetford and their OEM partners to design and develop their own personalized
variations of sturdy glass appliances and units. In close
cooperation with the OEMs, Thetford is now able to
jointly develop premium glass based cooking appliances. Limited tooling investments and lead times create
flexible opportunities for OEMs that want to distinguish themselves from the competition. Thetford glass
based quality products can come in various sizes, shapes and colours to suit the wishes of the OEMs.
Thetford staff have expanded their knowledge base
and brought a new team of glass experts on board.

A

Company Profile

T

hetford is a leading global supplier of sanitation
systems for the mobile leisure markets around the
world. Thetford innovations also include high quality cooking appliances, gas absorption and compressor refrigerators, external RV service doors and a wide range of sanitary
and maintenance products. Their products are available

worldwide through local dealers. Thetford is globally headquartered in Ann Arbor, USA. Their European headquarters
are located in Etten-Leur, the Netherlands. Furthermore,
Thetford has manufacturing facilities in the United States,
the Netherlands, Great Britain, Italy and China. In total
about 1000 employees make up the Thetford group.
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Vetroresina Spa - Via Portuense, 10
44020 Masi San Giacomo (FE) - Italy
Ph. +39 0532 327911 - Fax. +39 0532 327110 - Web: www.vetroresina.com

Winning combinations
From its successes on the U.S. market to the innovations achieved in partnership with European manufacturers, Vetroresina SpA has managed to revolutionize the production of recreational vehicles and is now preparing for the challenges of the coming years.
Words Andrea Cattaneo

Simone Colombarini

Masi San Giacomo (Ferrara), Italy: production site.
fter sampling the reactions and opinions of the visitors to the
Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf, and especially those of the experts,
Vetroresina SpA is preparing to face 2015 with renewed vigour,
capitalizing on what the market has decreed during the last season. We
have tried to understand how the productive sector of recreational vehicles is evolving by taking stock of the situation with Simone
Colombarini, CEO of Vetroresina SpA, surely one of the companies that
at the international level has a direct relationship with most of the
manufacturers of “live-in” motorhomes and trailers.
«Our new proposals have met with the approval of many
manufacturers and they are now beginning to adopt
them on their vehicles – declares Simone
Colombarini, CEO of Vetroresina SpA – fibreglass, therefore, is no longer only for the external cladding of
the walls and roof, which are the traditional
uses and where our company now has a
position of leadership in both
Europe and North America. Now
our newly developed laminates,
both the standard and special versions, are being used in more interesting ways, such as the covering of
floors and interior walls, using
technologies for combining fibreglass with other materials during
processing.»

A

Innovation in the U.S. market
One unique application that has
demonstrated its ability to surpass traditional construction processes was
introduced in the United States back around
2000: it is the product named Vetrolite, designed and patented by Vetroresina SpA – extremely thick sheets of fibreglass that combine
resistance and lightness thanks to the use of
hollow microspheres of plastic material. On
traditional American motorhomes, the body was
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Donaldson Industrial Park (Greenville), U.S.A: production site.
built out of a sandwich which, in addition to the insulating material and
the plywood on the interior of the vehicle, used a thin sheet of fibreglass (about 1.3 mm thick) on the outer side paired with a sheet of plywood about 2.5 mm thick to increase rigidity. American manufacturers,
however, were looking for a way to remove the outer layer of wood,
which was prone to problems caused by the absorption of moisture.
Vetroresina SpA proposed an innovative and revolutionary solution: the
Vetrolite laminate was a sheet of moisture-resistant fibreglass, whose
thickness of 3.8 mm was identical to the previous combination (which
included 1.3 mm of fibreglass and 2.5 mm of plywood). The thickness
of the fibreglass sheet, necessary to ensure a certain degree of rigidity,
was however quite heavy. This is why we studied the system of the
microspheres, which made it possible to lighten the sheet without compromising the solidity of the whole. The product had a resounding success in the U.S. market, such so that Vetroresina SpA had to intervene
and build a plant of its own directly in the state of South Carolina,
where it now employs 25 people working in a covered area of 10,000
square metres. The American production site of Vetroresina SpA is fully
dedicated to the recreational vehicle market, apart from a marginal
quota devoted to truck refrigerators, and it is expanding its production
capacity. In the near future volume should increase from the current 1.3
million m² of laminates per year to as much as 2 million m² per year.
New applications in Europe
American manufacturers adopt more traditional systems for their floors,
which are often a simple sheet of thick wood, 15 or even 20 mm thick,
since weight is not such a problem there. The situation is very different
in Europe, where weight problems do exist, and where, therefore, the
innovative proposal of Vetroresina SpA is becoming more and more
popular. And if you combine the water resistance and the strength of

Contact:
Simone Colombarini - CEO
simone.colombarini@vetroresinaspa.it

fibreglass to the advantage of its light weight,
it is easy to see that there is a bright future for
these applications. «In Europe we started to
provide sheets of fibreglass for use in motorhome floors about three years ago – says the
managing director of Vetroresina SpA, Simone
Colombarini – particularly at the urging of
Hymer. The German company wanted to produce a floor without wood and so we designed the product specifically. Today there are
many manufacturers that use the fibreglass in
place of wood in the lower part of their floors,
the part in closest contact with the road and
so with splashes of water and debris raised by
the wheels. For some time now we have supplied sheets to Pilote, Rapido, Frankia and the
Trigano group. There are definitely far less
manufacturers, however, that use the fibreglass also for the upper part of the floor, the
one in contact with the passenger compartment: after Hymer, we have begun supplying
Trigano and Frankia, too. The product is called
Vetrostyle PVC and features the joining of
fibreglass sheets to PVC during the processing
phases of the laminate. In this way, the costs
of labour and materials for bonding the PVC
are avoided because our product is already
finished. Frankia also uses our sheets, shaped
to specifications and with chequer plate surfaces, to clad the bottom of the garage, which
must be water- and wear-resistant.»
Some companies are also employing
Vetroresina SpA laminates to finish the internal walls in place of classic plywood, so as to
have a fibreglass-insulation-fibreglass sandwich. The product is called Vetrostyle and is

sold together with decorative paper. The
paper is applied with a special process that
first saturates it with liquid resin to seal and
waterproof the surface. Vetrostyle is sold in
60-metre rolls and is then cut to the correct
size. From the mechanical point of view, the
main feature of this application is that there
are no joints or seams, which increases the
strength and resistance of the panel.
Experiments aimed at improvement
Even if the above applications can be considered novel, in a sector like that of recreational
vehicles, normally slow to implement changes,
Vetroresina SpA continues to experiment with
innovative solutions both to improve the product and to propose new uses. For example, a
number of studies aimed at creating a floor
heating system are being carried out.
«We noticed that some manufacturers have
started to offer heated floors, made with heating elements placed between the plywood
and the PVC – continues Simone Colombarini
– and in this case our Vetrostyle PVC cannot
be used. That’s why we have developed a
laminate that uses carbon fibres as a partial
substitute for glass fibres, but we are also
trying to achieve the same result with more
traditional conductive materials.»
Vetroresina SpA is also developing production
processes that will improve the quality of the
finished product especially from the aesthetic
point of view. In the near future, laminates
with a higher quality aesthetic finish compared
to current products will be introduced, but
studies are also under way to optimize the
ratio between strength and weight of the
laminates, so as to create lighter sheets.
Last but not least, product recycling is also one
of the goals that the company has set for
itself. «For some time we have been thinking
how best to use the leftover fibreglass or even
re-utilise entire walls of campers that have reached the end of their useful life – explains further Simone Colombarini – and with this in

mind we have recently started working with a
couple of companies, and the results are quite
interesting. For example, adding the milled
fibreglass left over from processing to polypropylene, in an amount equal to 40% of the
whole, a material is obtained that is suitable
for making various objects. We have also
managed to recycle the entire sandwich wall
of a camper, including fibreglass, polystyrene
and other materials. We obtained a compound that can be used for many purposes: as
a substrate for shower trays or also as the
structural layer of a table that is then finished
with other layers. Our goal is to recycle both
our scraps and leftover as well as elements of
vehicles at the end of their useful life, and in
this sense we can also offer this service to our
customers.»

Company Profile
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stablished in 1968, Vetroresina
SpA manufactures polyester resin
laminates reinforced with fibreglass.
The huge productive capacity of the
company is the result of careful research in the field of composite materials associated with the study and
the continuous improvement of
manufacturing techniques. To maintain and increase production levels,
Vetroresina SpA implemented a
major investment strategy and, with
the help of advanced technologies
and close partnerships with universities and industry experts, it was able
to adapt to the changes and new
requirements of the market.The
sophisticated technological level paired with a particular attention to
aesthetics and materials have led to a
diversification of products and extended their range and areas of application. Vetroresina SpA has a production capacity of 129 units per day and
covers an area of 46,000 m². In June
2000 Vetroresina SpA opened a plant
in Brazil, in the state of São Paulo, in
order to meet the needs of the South
American market, and since May
2008, the company has a production
facility in the United States, thanks to
which it manages the North
American market.
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Dometic Group
purchased Atwood
ometic
Group
and Atwood
M o b i l e
Products
have signed
on Sept. 9, 2014 an agreement where Dometic
Group purchase Atwood Mobile Products LLC.
The acquisition has received clearance from
antitrust authorities in the U.S. on Friday
October 17, 2014. Dometic Group, a global
leader of leisure products for the recreational
vehicle (RV), marine, truck and automotivebased industries, therefore, purchased the
Elkhart, Ind.-based Atwood Mobile Products,
LLC, a global provider in designing, engineering and manufacturing appliances and hardware for the RV, On-/Off-Highway and Marine
industries for over 50 years. This acquisition
will complement and further diversify
Dometic’s existing product offerings and strengthen the company’s global footprint.
Atwood’s primary markets are North America
and Australia. The company has 775 employees and annual sales of approximately $200 million. Dometic Group’s global revenue, on a rolling 12 months, after the acquisition will
amount to approximately $1,400 million and
the number of employees will increase to
7,200.

D

Lippert Components®
will distributes Project 2000
ippert Components, Inc. (LCI®) announces it has reached an agreement
with European RV supplier Project 2000 s.r.l., providing LCI the rights to
distribute and sell the products of Project 2000 to the North American market. Project 2000’s products include versatile over-cab bed lift systems, power
and manual steps and a variety of power and motion products for RVs.
“We are committed to providing premium products to our customers and are
excited to work with a high caliber family-owned company in Project 2000,”
said LCI Chief Executive Officer Jason Lippert. “Project 2000’s reputation for
developing unique solutions for the needs of RVers aligns perfectly with our
mission to enhance the mobile lifestyle.”
Project 2000 Managing Director Davide Nardini is pleased with the arrangement and anticipates it will bring his company growth. “We are excited for
the opportunity to work with LCI and grow within a market which is fairly
new for Project 2000. We are convinced that combining our innovation and
quality with the strong market presence and commercial capability of LCI will
produce strong results and lead to greater overall customer satisfaction.”
LCI Director of International Business Relations Larry Revelino was impressed
when he visited Project 2000 last year. “Project 2000 has a creative research
and development team and state-of-the-art manufacturing capabilities. We
are really excited to be able to bring Project 2000 products to our customers
here in the US.
Several OEMs are
already in the
design and prototyping phase
with the over-cab
bed lift system
and some are
already in proProject 2000 team
duction.”
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Four years ago we printed the first issue
n March 2011 we printed the first issue of Aboutcamp BtoB. It was only a 12 pages newsletter but it was destinated to grow much further. The magazine you are reading is the 8th number and it is now distributed all over
the world to more than 450 caravan and motorhome manufacturers. We are quaterly at the moment, but the success of the magazine could bring us to decide for 4 editon per year. We would like to thank all our readers, who
recognized the added value of Aboutcamp BtoB of being updated on the new technologies, products and innovation in this industry around the world. But we would like to thank also all the companies that joned us in these
4 years. They are our main asset. Our main commitment is to interpret and enhance their communication within
dynamic framework. And this can be reached only through a relationship of mutual trust with them.

I

Thank you to...
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